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State Pension age review

Summary
From the 1940s until April 2010, the State Pension age (SPA) was 60 for women and 65
for men. Legislation to increase the SPA was introduced in three stages:
•

The Pensions Act 1995 included provision to increase the SPA for women from 60
to 65 in stages between April 2010 and 2020, to bring it into line with that for men.
The Pensions Act 2007 made provision to increase the SPA from 65 to 68 in stages
over the period 2024 to 2046.
The timetable set in these Acts has changed. The Pensions Act 2011 brought
forward the increase in women’s SPA to 65 to November 2018, at which point the
equalised SPA will start to rise to 66, which it will reach in October 2020. The
Pensions Act 2014 (s26) brought forward the increase to 67 to between 2026 and
2028.

•
•

To ensure further revisions in life expectancy were taken into account in a timely and
transparent way, the Coalition Government for periodic reviews of the SPA, based around
the principle that people should maintain a specific proportion of adult life receiving the
state pension. The reviews would be informed by a report from an independently-led body
on wider factors such as variations in life expectancy and would seek to provide a
minimum of ten years’ notice to people affected. The first such review must be published
by 7 May 2017 (Cm 8528, Chapter 6; Pensions Act 2014 s27).
On 1 March 2016, the Government announced John Cridland as the independent lead for
the first review of the SPA (HCWS 563, 1 March 2016, c39WS).
Following an interim report in October 2016, John Cridland published a final report in
March 2017. This recommended that:
•
•
•

The SPA should rise to age 68 over the two year period 2037 to 2039;
The SPA should not increase more than one year in any ten year period, assuming
that there are no exceptional changes to the data;
If additional savings are needed, the triple lock should be withdrawn in the next
Parliament.

The rationale for the proposed increase to 68 was that:
•
•

It would keep roughly constant the proportion of adult life spent in retirement with
the average over the last ten years (32.87%);
An earlier increase – say between 2028 and 2030 – would be too close to the
increase to 67 (between 2026 and 2028). Alternatively leaving the increase to 68 as
legislated for in 2007 would result in the proportion of adult life in retirement rising
to 33.5% which did ‘not seem prudent in terms of fiscal sustainability.’

To mitigate the impact of a higher SPA on disadvantaged groups, it recommended that:
•
•

the main means-tested benefit for pensioners is set one year below SPA, from the
point at which SPA increases to 68, for people who are unable to work through ill
health or because of caring responsibilities;
the conditionality under Universal Credit should be adjusted for people approaching
SPA. This should be included in the design of Universal Credit as it evolves currently.
This should be in place, at the latest, by the point at which SPA rises to 68.

At the same time, the Government Actuary’s Department published a report looking at
two alternative scenarios - reflecting receipt of the State Pension for either 32% or 33.3%
of projected adult life in receipt of a State Pension.
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On 24 March, the Government said it would consider both reports before presenting its
own review of the SPA to Parliament by 7 May 2017 (HCWS552, 24 March 2017;
Pensions Act 2014 s27 (1)). However on 28 April, a DWP spokesperson said this would
take place after the General Election on 8 June (UK ministers delay response on state
pension age, Financial Times, 28 April 2017 (£)).
The main political parties took different approaches in their manifestos for the 2017
election. The Conservative party said it would “ensure that the state pension age reflects
increases in life expectancy, while protecting each generation fairly”. (Conservative Party
2017 election manifesto).
The Labour Party said it would commission a new review:
The pension age is due to rise to 66 by the end of 2020. Labour rejects the
Conservatives’ proposal to increase the state pension age even further. We will
commission a new review of the pension age, specifically tasked with developing a
flexible retirement policy to reflect both the contributions made by people, the wide
variations in life expectancy, and the arduous conditions of some work. (Labour Party
2017 election manifesto)

The SNP proposed an independent commission, the remit for which would include:
“consideration of the specific demographic needs of different parts of the UK in relation
to State Pension age.” (SNP 2017 election manifesto).
In his first speech as Work and Pensions Secretary on 4 July 2017, David Gauke welcomed
John Cridland’s report as representing “exactly the sort of longer-term approach I want to
cultivate within my department, and across wider government” (Speech, ABI long-term
savings conference, 4 July 2017).
On 19 July, Work and Pensions Secretary David Gauke announced that the Government
would “accept the key recommendation of the Cridland review and increase the state
pension age from 67 to 68 over two years from 2037.” It would carry out a further review
before legislating to bring forward the increase to 68 “to enable consideration of the
latest life expectancy projections and to allow us to evaluate the effects of rises in state
pension age already under way.” (HC Deb 19 July 2017 c865-6; DWP, State Pension age
review, July 2017, p10).
The background is discussed in more detail in Library Standard Note SN 2234 State
Pension age - background (May 2012). The debate around the increases in the State
Pension age for women born in the 1950s is discussed in SN-07405 (June 2017) and the
triple lock in CBP 7812 (June 2017).
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1. Background
One of the conditions of entitlement to the State Pension, is that the
individual has reached State Pension age (SPA). 1 People who defer
claiming beyond this age may be eligible for deferred retirement
increments, or a lump sum. 2

1.1 Life expectancy
The table below shows the latest projections of remaining life
expectancy for people at age 65. These are ‘cohort’ life projections,
which assume continued improvements in age-specific mortality rates
and will form the basis of future longevity-based reviews of the SPa.
Over the half-century from 2014 to 2064, it is projected that remaining
life expectancy at aged 65 in the UK will increase by around 5 years six
months for men (from 21.2 years to 26.7 years) and 5 years 2 months
for women (from 23.5 to 28.7 years). The rate of improvement is
projected to be broadly uniform across the UK’s constituent countries,
meaning that relative differences in life expectancy remain largely
unchanged. In Scotland, life expectancy at age 65 remains around a
year and a half lower for men than the UK average over the period,
with only a very modest convergence of 0.3 years towards the UK
average for both women and men between 2012 and 2062. Over the
same period, life expectancy for women converges by 0.4 years.

1

2

Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992, s44 (1), 48A-B and s122;
Pensions Act 2014, s2 and 22

For more detail, see Library Standard SN 2868 Deferred Retirement Increments
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1.2 The timetable
From the 1940s, SPA was 60 for women and 65 for men. Since then:
•

The SPA for women started to rise from 60 in April 2010, to reach
65 in December 2018;

•

The equalised SPA will rise to 66 between December 2018 and
October 2020;

•

The SPA will then rise to 67 between 2026 and 2028. 3

Current legislation also provides for the SPA to increase to 68 between
2044 and 2046. 4 However, this is under review as part of the first
periodic review of the SPA legislated for by the Coalition Government. 5
John Cridland recommended that the SPA:
•

Should rise to 68 over a two year period starting in 2037 and
ending in 2039; and

•

Should not increase more than one year in any ten year period,
assuming there are no exceptional changes to the data. 6

At the same time, the Government Actuary’s Department produced a
report looking at two alternative scenarios. For the first of these (32%
of adult life in receipt of a State Pension) the SPA would need to
increase:
•

From 67 to 68 between 2028 and 2030;

•

From 68 to 69 between 2040 and 2042;

•

From 69 to 70 between 2054 and 2056. 7

The green line chart below shows how men and women’s SPA is
scheduled to increase under current legislation. The yellow line shows
the increase to 68 recommended by John Cridland and the blue line
GAD’s timetable for keeping the proportion of life in receipt of a State
Pension at 32:

3

4
5
6
7

Pensions Act 1995, Schedule 4, as amended by the Pensions Act 2011 and Pensions
Act 2014
Pensions Act 2007, section 13 and Schedule 3, Table 4
Cm 8528, Chapter 6; Pensions Act 2014 s2
State Pension age independent review: final report, March 2017, p 82
GAD, Periodic review of rules about State Pension age: Report by the Government
Actuary, March 2017, para 6.3-4; State Pension age independent review: final
report, March 2017, p76
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State Pension Age for men and women once equalised
71

70

69

Years of age

7

68

67
Government Actuary Department
Cridland report March 2017

66

As currently legislated
65
2022

2026

2030

2034

2038

2042

2046

2050

2054

2058

Date State Pension Age reached

Note John Cridland’s March 2017 State Pension Age report did not make
recommendations for any SPA increase above 68. The increase in the yellow
line from 68 to 69 in the chart above is inferred from Cridland’s
recommendation that the SPA should not increase more than one year in any
ten year period, assuming that there are no exceptional changes to the data.
See below.

The Government will consider both reports before presenting its review
to Parliament by 7 May 2017. 8 This is a requirement of the Pensions Act
2014, which states:
27 (1)The Secretary of State must from time to time—
(a) review whether the rules about pensionable age are
appropriate, having regard to life expectancy and other factors
that the Secretary of State considers relevant, and
(b) prepare and publish a report on the outcome of the review.
(2)The first report must be published before 7 May 2017.

1.3 Pension Credit qualifying age
The qualifying age for Pension Credit Guarantee Credit is linked to the
State Pension age for women. 9 It is therefore rising in line with it.
It is currently the case that only one member of a couple needs to have
reached qualifying age to claim Pension Credit on behalf of both. 10
However, for new claims from June 2018, both will need to have done
so. 11 When the legislation was before Parliament, the Government
explained that the change would not apply to those who are already in
receipt of Pension Credit, who continued to get it:
The Government have decided that for households where one
member of a couple is over the qualifying age for pension credit
and the other member is of working age, only universal credit will
be available. The Government believe that all people of working
age who can work should be expected to do so and that it is not
8
9
10
11

HCWS552, 24 March 2017

State Pension Credit Act 2002, s1

Ibid; Explanatory Memorandum SI 2016/931, para 7.6

Welfare Reform Act 2012, S 31 and Schedule 2 (64)Explanatory Memorandum, para
7.7; HC Deb 14 September 2016 c944
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right to continue the current position where pension credit can go
to households which contain a person of working age without
that person having to meet any work-related requirements. The
universal credit approach provides financial support to such
couples, while giving the working age member of the couple
access to support in finding work. We have already acknowledged
that it will be important not to undermine the stability and
outcomes for existing pension credit customers, so the change will
not apply to couples already in receipt who will continue to get
pension credit while they retain entitlement [...] 12

1.4 Equalisation
The Old Age and Widows Pensions Act 1940 introduced different State
Pension ages for men (65) and women (60).
During the 1970s and 1980s, pressure built for equalisation of the SPA
for a number of reasons, including demographic changes, international
comparisons and trends to equalise pension ages in occupational
schemes in response to developments in European law. 13 In his Budget
statement on 30 November 1993, the then Chancellor of the
Exchequer, Kenneth Clarke, announced that the Government had:
[…] decided that the state pension age should eventually be
equalised at the age of 65. The change will be phased in over ten
years, starting in the year 2010, so it will not affect anyone
currently aged 44 or older. 14

Further details were contained in a White Paper, Equality in State
Pension Age, published in December 1993, 15 and legislation was
included in the Pensions Act 1995. 16 Schedule 4 of the 1995 Act sets
out the dates on which women born between 6 April 1950 and 5 April
1955 reach State Pension age. The increase to 65 was scheduled to be
phased-in between April 2010 and 2020. However, the latter part of
this timetable has been changed by the Pensions Act 2011.
For more detail, see Library Briefing Paper CBP-07405 Increases in the
State Pension age for women born in the 1950s (February 2017) and RP
95/47 Pensions Bill (HL) 1994/95: social security aspects (April 1994).

1.5 The Labour Government’s approach
The Labour Government elected in 1997 initially resisted any increase in
the SPA, on the grounds that it would disproportionately affect those
on lower incomes:
49. An increase in State Pension age would also reduce long-term
public expenditure. However, it would disproportionately affect
lower-income people who rely more on state benefits in
retirement. The same people tend also to have lower life
expectancies, and so, with fewer years in retirement, they would
see a disproportionate reduction in their income. The effect might
be particularly severe on those who have done manual work for
12
13

14
15
16

HC Deb, 20 Dec 2011, c 1091W [Steve Webb]
For further detail, see Library Research Paper RP 95/47 The Pensions Bill: Social
Security Aspects
HC Deb 30 November 1993, c 929
Equality in State Pension Age, Cm 2420, December 1993
Section 126 and Schedule 4
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long periods in heavy industries, in which there is a record of low
life expectancy. 17

In 2002, the Government set up the Pensions Commission, chaired by
Lord Turner of Ecchinswell. In its first report in 2004, the Pensions
Commission indicated that an increase in the SPA would be needed. 18 It
said there was a strong argument that the cost of rising life expectancy
should be met by each generation of pensioners, with the SPA rising
over time at least in line with life expectancy. However, the one-off
impact of the fall in fertility in the late twentieth century and the
retirement of the “baby boom generation” meant that either the SPA
would have to rise faster than life expectancy or there would need to be
a one-off increase in spending on the state pension as a percentage of
GDP. The Government would need to take a view about intergenerational fairness in deciding which approach to take. The
Commission set out a range of possible combinations, with the SPA
rising to between 67 and 69 by 2050. Its own modelling assumed an
increase to “66 in 2030, 67 in 2040 and 68 in 2050” – the midpoint of
its proposed range. 19
The Commission argued that a policy of significant notice of any
increase (e.g. at least 15 years) should be possible. 20 It noted that there
were challenges to increasing the SPA. 21 These included the argument
that it has a disproportionate impact on lower socio-economic groups.
The Commission found there was a major gap in life expectancy
between socio-economic classes, which was not narrowing. 22 It argued
that one way of mitigating the impact on lower socio-economic groups
would be to allow the Guarantee Credit element of Pension Credit to be
claimed before SPA. 23 Policies to facilitate later working would be a
high priority. 24
On 25 May 2006, the Labour Government published its response to the
Pensions Commission in a White Paper, Security in retirement: towards
a new pensions system. 25 It accepted that the SPA should increase to
enable stability in retirement incomes to be sustained:
3.33 In order to maintain stability in retirement incomes, people
need to take greater personal responsibility for their working and
saving decisions. To help them do this, the Government will
provide a foundation by linking the basic State Pension with
earnings. But in doing this, it is imperative that we don’t pay for
progressively longer retirements.
3.34 We therefore support the Pensions Commission’s
recommendation that the State Pension age should rise to 68 by

17

DWP, Simplicity, security and choice: Working and saving for retirement, Cm 5677,
December 2002, p103
18
The First Report of the Pensions Commission, October 2004, Executive Summary
19
The Second Report of the Pensions Commission, December 2015, p12-17
20
Ibid p14
21
Ibid, p 23-5
22
Ibid, Chapter 1, p90
23
Ibid, Chapter 8, p340
24
Ibid, Executive Summary, p 23
25
DWP, Security in retirement: towards a new pensions system, May 2006, Cm 6841
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the middle of the century. We propose to introduce legislation to
raise the State Pension age in stages:
•

the first increase, from 65 to 66, to be phased in over two
years, starting in April 2024;

•

the second increase, from 66 to 67, again phased in over
two years, from April 2034; and

•

the third increase, from 67 to 68, also to be phased in over
two years, from April 2044.

3.35 By 2050, these reforms to State Pension age alone will
reduce the costs of our proposed reforms to the state pension
system by around £30 billion. By doing this we will continue to
tackle pensioner poverty, be able to sustain the generosity per
pensioner of the State Pension, and sustain the balance between
work and retirement. 26

Its timetable was designed to:
[…] broadly keep pace with the projected rises in average life
expectancy and so maintain at a roughly constant level the same
proportion of adult life spent in receipt of the state pension… 27

Each increase would be “implemented gradually over a two year
period” – a similar approach to that taken in the Pensions Act 1995. 28
For the future, the Labour Government proposed to commission reviews
drawing on a range of independent expert advice in the light of
emerging evidence on demographic change. 29
Legislation to implement this was in the Pensions Act 2007 (s13). For
the debates on the legislation, see SN 4295 Pensions Bill 2006-07debates in Parliament (August 2007)
In the run-up to the 2010 election, there were a number of calls for
further or faster increases in the SPA. 30 The chair of the Pensions
Commission, Lord Turner, told the BBC he would now argue for the
SPA to be raised more quickly. 31

1.6 The Coalition Government’s policy
Increase to 66
The Conservative Liberal Democrat Government announced in its
Coalition Agreement that it would hold a review to set the date at
which the SPA starts to rise to 66, “although it will not be sooner than
2016 for men and 2020 for women.” 32
Following the 2010 General Election, the Coalition Government
decided, in the light of increases in life expectancy since the 2007 Act,
to bring forward the increase to 66 to April 2020. To enable this, it
26
27
28
29

30

31
32

Ibid, p113
HC Deb 16 October 2006, c978W
Ibid
DWP, Security in retirement: towards a new pensions system, May 2006, Cm 6841,
para 3.40
See, for example, Ray Barrell and Simon Kirby, ‘Fiscal sustainability, National Institute
Economic Review’, May 2009
BBC News website, Pension view not radical enough, 2 July 2009
The Coalition: Our programme for government, May 2010, page 26
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would accelerate the increase in women’s SPA from April 2016 (when it
would be 63) to reach 65 by November 2018 rather than April 2020.
The increase would be phased in at a rate of three months’ increase in
the SPA every four months. 33 This compared to an increase of one
month every two months under the 1995 and 2007 Acts, so that each
single year took two years to phase-in. 34 The then Pensions Minister,
Steve Webb said:
In the face of increased life expectancy, making no change to the
timetable for the increase in State Pension age to 66 risks the
sustainability of the state pensions system. As longevity
improvements are shared between the generations, it is only fair
that costs are too. 35

When the legislation was before Parliament, the then Shadow Pensions
Minister, Rachel Reeves said she recognised that life expectancy had
increased but was concerned that some women who would see their
SPA delayed by more than a year, and in some cases by as much as two
years, as a result. 36 A particular issue was the short notice some of those
women affected would receive, in some cases, only around five years. 37
The Opposition proposed a slower increase, which would stick with the
equalisation timetable in the 1995 Act and then increase the SPA to 66
between 2020 and 2022. Ms Reeves said:
Critically, our changes mean that nobody has to wait for more
than a year longer before they receive their state pension; they
affect an equal number of men and women; and they mean that
people get at least nine years’ notice of any changes to their state
pension age. 38

The Coalition Government accepted that the period of notice being
given to some women was “the key issue”. 39 In response to the
concerns, it amended the legislation in its final stages in Parliament to
cap the maximum increase at 18 months, relative to the timetable in the
1995 Act. This improved the position (compared to the legislation as
originally drafted) for women born between 6 January 1954 and 5
September 1954. They would otherwise have seen their SPA increase by
more than 18 months and, as much as two years in some cases. 40
The then Shadow Pensions Minister, Gregg McClymont welcomed the
amendments but said they did not go far enough. The Bill continued to

33

34

35

36

37

38
39
40

DWP, A sustainable State Pension: when the State Pension age will increase to 66,
CM 7956, November 2010, page 27
Pensions Bill 2011. Annex A – Impact Assessment – State Pension age, page 9, para
18-19
DWP, A sustainable State Pension: when the State Pension age will increase to 66,
CM 7956, November 2010, Foreword
PBC Deb, 5 July 2010 (morning), c5; See also See, for example, HC Deb, 20 June
2011, c61 [Liam Byrne] and HL Deb, 30 March 2011, c1250-1 [Lord McKenzie of
Luton];
Counting from 2011 when the legislation received Royal Assent to 2016 when the
increase in the SPA would start to accelerate
PBC Deb 5 July 2011 c6-7
HC Deb 11 May 2011 c437WH [Steve Webb]
For more details, see Library Briefing Paper SN06082, Pensions Bill 2011 – final
stages.
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“place the longevity burden disproportionately heavily on women in
their later 50s.” 41
However, the then Pensions Minister Steve Webb described the
amendments as a “huge achievement” in the circumstances:
We have identified, notwithstanding the difficult fiscal position,
£1.1 billion to ensure that half a million people face a shorter
increase in their pension age, and that a quarter of a million
women who could have faced up to 24 months will now face a
maximum of 18 months. 42

The Pensions Act 2011 received Royal Assent on 3 November 2011.
MPs continued to receive letters from women who had expected to
receive their State Pension at 60, concerned that they will have to wait
until 65 or 66. In response, Mr Webb acknowledged that not everyone
affected by the 1995 Act had been aware of it:
The Pensions Act 1995 began the process of equalising the
pension ages of men and women at 65 over the decade from
2010 to 2020. The increase in pension age beyond 60 for these
women was therefore legislated for in 1995. It was not a shortnotice change, although I accept that some women did not know
about it, and not everybody heard about it at the time. Although
it was all over the papers at the time, these women were a long
way from pension age and probably turned the page when they
saw the word “pension”, so I accept that some women did not
know about this. 43

The campaign group WASPI is calling for “fair transitional State Pension
arrangements for all women born in the 1950s affected by changes to
the State Pension law (1995/2011 Acts).”
In response, the Government argues that the changes in the 2011 Act
were debated at length and a decision made by Parliament, as part of
which a concession was made to limit the impact on those most
affected. It plans to “make no further changes to the pension age or
pay financial redress in lieu of a pension.” 44
For more detail, see Library Briefing Paper CBP-07405 Increases in the
State Pension age for women born in the 1950s (February 2017).

Increase to 67
In its 2011 Autumn Statement, the Government said it would bring
forward the increase to 67 to between 2026 and 2028. The reason was
that:
Since the life expectancy projections underpinning the original
State Pension age timetable were published, average life
expectancy at State Pension age in 2028 has increased by at least
one and a half years for men and women. 45

41
42
43
44
45

HC Deb, 18 October 2011, c780-2
HC Deb, 18 October 2011, c823
HC Deb 8 October 2013 c54WH
PQ 49721 27 October 2016; HC Deb 15 November 2016 c48WH
HM Treasury, Autumn Statement 2011, Cm 8231, November 2011
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Legislation to implement this was included in the Pensions Bill 2013-14,
which became the Pensions Act 2014. 46
The Government said the increase would place the UK in line with other
countries:
Ireland got there first; Ireland will reach in 67 in 2021. The Dutch
.and the Australians will get there in 2023, the Danes and the
Americans in 2027. We get there in 2028, and the Germans in
2029. 47

The increase to 67 was expected to affect around 8 million people in
Great Britain born between 6 April 1960 and 5 April 1969. No individual
would experience an increase in their SPA of more than 12 months
relative to the timetable set in 2007. 48
A slightly different approach is taken than in previous legislation, in that
rather than tranches of people reaching SPA on a particular date,
individuals reach their SPA at 66 years and the specified number of
months. 49 So, for example:
•
•

Under the 1995 Act, women born between 6 April 1950 and 5
May 1950 all reach SPA on 6 May 2010; whereas
Under the 2014 Act, people born between 6 April 1960 and 5
May 1960 have an SPA of 66 and one month.

In response to arguments that increases could have a disproportionate
impact on lower socio-economic groups, the then Pensions Minister
Steve Webb argued that such issues should be tackled at source:
[...] there is a set of people who do not make it, in terms of active
labour market participation, to current state pension age. There
always have been. Our view is that those issues need tackling at
source; to some extent they have been. 50

The then Shadow Pensions Minister, Gregg McClymont, agreed but
expressed concern:
The Minister is right to say that the issue must be tackled at
source, but we are discussing pension age […] Sir Michael
Marmot has made it clear that health inequalities in Britain are
such that some stark questions arise whether raising the pension
age will work. We are talking about raising it to 67 and average
longevity keeps rising, but within that average there are stark
discrepancies. When comparing the UK with other countries, we
must bear in mind not just the relative pension age, but how
significant our health inequalities are. 51

In the House of Lords, Labour Peer Baroness Turner of Camden said she
was concerned about the impact on those employed in industries
involving strenuous and often hazardous work. 52 For the Government,
Lord Freud responded that “it was only fair that those enjoying the
There is a document collection at Gov.UK – Pensions Act 2014
For details of the SPA abroad, see DWP, The single-tier pension: a simple
foundation for saving, Cm 8528, January 2013, 74
48
DWP, Long term State Pension sustainability: increasing the State Pension age to 67.
Impact Assessment, 16 January 2013, para 17
49
PBC Deb 4 July 2013 c252; See DWP, State Pension age timetable, 2014, Table 4
50
PBC Deb 4 July 2013 c253
51
PBC Deb 4 July 2013 c254
52
HL Deb 13 January 2014 c22-23GC
46

47
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benefits of longer life expectancy pay a share of the associated costs”.
The provisions in the Bill would “help ensure the fairness and
affordability of the system into the medium and long term.” 53 Under
section 26 of the Pensions Act 2014, the State Pension age will increase
from 66 to 67 between 6 April 2026 and 5 March 2028.
The 2014 Act also legislated for periodic reviews of SPA in future (see
section 2 below).
For more on the debates, see Library Note SN 6634 Pensions Bill
2013/14 – House of Commons stages (November 2013) (section 4.2)
and SN 6847 Pensions Bill 2013-14 - House of Lords Stages (March
2014) (section 3).

1.7 International comparisons
As shown in the table below, most EU member States are gradually
increasing their pension age to improve sustainability through later
retirement and longer working lives. 54
Pensionable ages in current EU Member States
2009

2013

Men
2020

Belgium

65

65

65

Bulgaria

63

63y8m

64y3m

65

Czech Republic

62

62y6m

63y10m

Denmark

65

65

Germany

65

Estonia
Ireland

2009

2013

Women
2020

In 2030

65

65

65

60

60

61y6m

65

67+

In 2044

57-62

58-62

61-64

67+

In 2044

66

67+

In 2022

65

65

66

67+

In 2022

65y2m

65y9m

67

In 2029

65

65y2m

65y9m 65y10m-67

In 2029

63

63

63

65

In 2026

61

61

63

65

In 2026

65

66

66

68

In 2028

65

66

66

67

In 2028

Greece

65

67

67

67+

60

62

67

67+

Spain

65 65-65y1m65-65y10m

65-67

In 2027

65 65-65y1m65-65y10m

65-67

In 2027

In 2030

In 2038

France
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In its interim report, the Cridland Review commented that the UK would
have the highest retirement age of all OECD countries in the late 2050s
(although not the most aggressive rise): 55
Looking across all OECD countries, the average retirement age12
is set to rise from 64 years to 65.5 years by 2060.
Currently, Iceland, Israel, and Norway have the highest retirement
age set at 67. Examining current legislation, they are set to be
overtaken by the UK, Ireland and the Czech Republic whose
retirement age will rise to 68.
Slovenia maintains its position at the other end of the scale for the
foreseeable future. It has the lowest current retirement age of
58.7 and this will only rise to 60 by the late 2050s. Luxembourg
will also have a retirement age of 60 in the late 2050s.
Although the UK will have the highest retirement age of all OECD
countries in the late 2050s, it is not the most aggressive rise in
age. Italy for instance will increase its retirement age from 62.5
now to 67. Many countries will also have retirement ages near to
that of the UK. By 2054, 15 out of 34 OECD countries will have a
retirement age above 65.

55

Independent Review of the State Pension age: Interim Report, October 2016, p 24
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2. Periodic reviews
2.1 Legislation
In its April 2011 Green Paper, the Coalition Government asked for views
on two options for building for ensuring further revisions in life
expectancy were taken into account in a way that is timely and
transparent:
•

Increasing the State Pension age through a formula linked
to life expectancy.

•

Increasing the State Pension age through a review. 56

In its summary of responses to the consultation the Government said
there was a high level of support for some sort of automatic mechanism
to manage future increases in the SPA, with the majority of respondents
favouring a periodic review on the basis that it would “allow for expert
input on life expectancy trends and other factors such as healthy life
expectancy and labour market conditions.” 57 This approach was also in
line with what the Labour Government had proposed in 2006. 58
In its January 2013 White Paper, the Government said it would carry out
a review of the SPA every five years:
•

these reviews will be based around the principle of
maintaining a given proportion of adult life in receipt of
state pension;

•

the review will be informed by:
a. analysis from the Government Actuary’s Department
on the proportion of adult life individuals in the future
can expect to spend in receipt of state pension;
b. an independently-led body, commissioned to
produce a report on the wider factors that should be
taken into account when setting State Pension age,
such as variations in life expectancy.

•

this review framework will seek to provide a minimum of
ten years’ notice for individuals affected by changes to
State Pension age. 59

DWP, A State Pension for the 21st Century, Cm 8053, April 2011
DWP, A state pension for the 21st century: A summary of responses to the public
consultation, Cm 8131, July 2011
58
DWP, Security in retirement: towards a new pensions system, Cm 6841, May 2006,
para 2.52 and 3.40-41
59
DWP, The single-tier pension: a simple foundation for saving, Cm 8528, January
2013, Chapter 6
56
57
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An overview of the mechanism is below:

The Government said that around half of OECD countries linked
pension benefits in some way to life expectancy. 60
This was provided for in the Pensions Act 2014 (s27). 61
When the legislation was before Parliament, the then Pensions Minister,
Steve Webb explained what this approach would mean:
We are trying to be systematic so that people do not face the kind
of emergency increases in state pension age that the new
Government had to implement in this Parliament. People should
have adequate notice—we are talking in terms of a 10-year
minimum—and the process should be transparent.[…] One of the
consequences of that model, of course, is that, as people live
longer, the state does not take the whole of that longevity out of
their retirement. If, for example, we are talking about roughly a
third, for each extra year people are expected to live, eight
months goes on working life and four months goes on retirement
or drawing state pension. There is already recognition that not all
of the improvement in longevity is an improvement in healthy
longevity, which is part of the reason why the whole of the
growth in longevity is not being snaffled up by working age. 62

Shadow Pensions Minister, Gregg McClymont said the Opposition did
not intend to “stand in the way of the proposals in the Bill to increase
the State Pension age”. To help maintain cross-party consensus on the
60
61
62

Ibid, para 146

Pensions Act 2014 – Explanatory Notes, paras 126-9
PBC Deb 4 July 2013 c259
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issue, he proposed that the review should be conducted by a panel
including representatives from Opposition parties and trade unions. 63
Plaid Cymru MP Hywel Williams argued that the legislation should not
come into effect until the Secretary of State had conducted an
assessment of the differential effects of increasing the SPA in England,
Wales and Scotland. His intention was to ensure that:
[...] the panel reviewing life expectancy looks further and also
considers Britain’s human geography of low incomes, no incomes,
long-term unemployment, sickness and disability. That broader
inequality must be addressed, as it will certainly persist. 64

In its 2014 Fiscal Sustainability report, the OBR said that the latest life
expectancy projections implied that the increase in the SPA to 68 would
be brought forward to the mid-2030s:
The latest central projections imply that the increase in the SPA to
68 currently legislated to take place between 2044 and 2046
would be brought forward to the mid-2030s, to be followed by
further increases to 69 in the late-2040s and to 70 in the early2060s. 65

2.2 Cridland review
The legislation requires the Secretary of State, for the purposes of the
review, to “appoint a person or persons to prepare a report for the
Secretary of State on other specified factors relevant to the review.” 66
On 1 March 2016, the Government announced the appointment of
John Cridland as the independent lead for the first review, which would
look at the timetable from 2028:
I am pleased to announce, under section 27(5) of the Pensions Act
2014, the appointment of John Cridland as the independent lead
of the state pension age review, which the Government will
report on by May 2017.
John Cridland was most recently director-general of the
Confederation of British Industry (CBI). He is currently chair of the
board of Transport for the North. He has previously helped to
negotiate the UK’s first national minimum wage, spent 10 years
on the Low Pay Commission and he was also a member of the
Council of ACAS. He was awarded a CBE for services to business
in 2006.
The purpose of the independent review is to make
recommendations to the Secretary of State for Work and Pensions
on factors to consider in arriving at future state pension age
arrangements. The recommendations should be affordable in the
long term, fair to current and future generations of pensioners
and consistent with supporting fuller working lives. The review
will be forward looking and focused on the longer term. It will not

63
64
65
66

Ibid c256
HC Deb 29 October 2013 c852
OBR, Fiscal sustainability report, July 2014, para 3.8
Pensions Act 2014, s27(5)
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cover the existing state pension age timetable up to April 2028
which is already legislated for. 67

The then Secretary of State Iain Duncan Smith explained the purpose:
It is useful at this point to remind the House why this kind of
review is necessary. In 1945, a man expecting to retire at 65 had a
life expectancy of between 60 and 63. Men’s life expectancy rose
from 14.27 years in retirement after their pension age to 27 years
under the present forecast and existing timescales. Women have
gone from 18 years in retirement after their pensionable age to
29.5 years in retirement.
Future generations, therefore, would rightly expect that we reflect
those changes in how we set the pension. They would not thank
us—we very rarely hear anybody talk about future generations—if
we did not take the right decisions at the right time and did not
have the courage to ensure pensions are sustainable, to avoid
people having to pick up an increasing bill, which would make
their lives even more difficult.
I want to make clear what this review is not about. It does not
cover the existing state pension age timetable—it picks up from
April 2028. We have already provided legislation for this, and the
review will not look to change the state pension age up to that
point. 68

The then Shadow Secretary of State Owen Smith asked what the
Secretary of State thought the upper limit should be:
Is it 75, 76 or 77—or is it 80, as his former Pensions Minister
colleague warned today? 69

The then SNP Work and Pensions spokesperson Dr Eilidh Whiteford
raised the issue of variations in life expectancy and asked:
[…] can we have any confidence that further increases in state
pension age will not simply condemn thousands of older people
with serious health conditions to an impoverished old age on state
benefits prior to their official retirement? 70

The Secretary of State said such issues could be considered as part of
the review:
The point is that because Sir John is independent, he can look at
the whole question—including aspects such as demographic
changes or changes in the work that people do—and take a view
about it. He may recommend that we make no changes, or he
may come back to us with recommendations for change. 71

The detailed terms of reference are here.

Interim report
John Cridland’s interim report published in October 2016 identified
three generations as potentially affected:
Baby Boomers (born 1945-65), Generation X (born 1966-1979)
and Generation Y (born 1980-2000). All these generations may
67

68
69
70
71

HCWS562 1 March 2016; DWP Press release, John Cridland CBE appointed to lead
the UK’s first State Pension age review, 1 March 2016
HC Deb 2 March 2016 c953
Ibid c954
Ibid c956
Ibid c957
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see their State Pension age affected by this Review. Generation X
are most likely to need to take account of any changes to State
Pension age in their retirement planning. 72

Regarding the three pillars of affordability, fairness and fuller working
lives, the report said:
A significant aspect in assessing affordability, is the commitment
made during the last two parliaments to uprate the State Pension
more generously than legislated currently, through the triple lock.
In assessing fairness, we focus on intergenerational fairness whether outcomes are fair between each generation of
pensioners - and intragenerational fairness - whether outcomes
are fair within each generation of pensioners now and in the
future. The gap between working age incomes and pension
incomes has narrowed significantly over recent years. Due to
changes such as the decline of defined benefit schemes, the
introduction of automatic enrolment and the new State Pension,
we see a reduction of inequality amongst individuals as we move
through the generations. In the Baby Boomer generation there
was a smaller number of individuals with high-value defined
benefit pensions, whereas in Generation Y more individuals are
saving albeit with a relatively less generous pension.
Supporting Fuller Working Lives is key to supporting any changes
in State Pension age by giving people the opportunity to work
longer. Recent employment trends have been positive for older
workers – the number of workers over 50 has increased by 1.4
million over the past five years, and the employment rate gap
between people aged 50-64 and those aged 25-49 has decreased
by 7.6 percentage points since 1995. There are currently 1.2
million people aged 65+ who are in employment. This is more
than double the rate seen around the turn of the twentieth
century. However, a significant proportion of people still drop out
of the labour market early, often due to issues such as ill health or
disability. This is often described as ‘burnout’. We need to explore
how the labour market can accommodate this. 73

Life expectancy had been improving (although the 2014-based
projections showed a slower increase in mortality rates than the 2012based ones). 74

Final report
The main recommendations of the final report published on 23 March
2017, were that:
•

State Pension age should rise to age 68 over a two year
period starting in 2037 and ending in 2039;

•

State Pension age should not increase more than one year
in any ten year period, assuming that there are no
exceptional changes to the data.

If additional savings are needed, we recommend that the triple
lock is withdrawn in the next parliament. 75

72
73
74
75

Interim review of the State Pension age, October 2016, Executive Summary
Ibid
Ibid p9
Independent review of the State Pension age: smoothing the transition, March
2017, p111
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To mitigate the impact of a higher SPA on disadvantaged groups:
•

We recommend the main means-tested benefit for
pensioners is set one year below State Pension age, from
the point at which State Pension age increases to 68, for
people who are unable to work through ill health or
because of caring responsibilities;

•

We recommend that the conditionality under Universal
Credit should be adjusted for people approaching State
Pension age. This should be included in the design of
Universal Credit as it evolves currently. It would need to be
in place, at the latest, by the point at which State Pension
age rises to 68, in order to fulfil its mitigation objective. 76

To encourage later working, it said:
•

We recommend that people who defer their pension
should be rewarded through a lump sums (of capital and
interest);

•

We recommend that people over State pension age should
be able to part drawdown their State Pension, leaving the
balance to benefit from the deferral arrangements.

These should be introduced as soon as possible, but at least 10
years before the increase of State Pension age to 68. 77

It also made recommendations aimed at supporting carers to balance
work and caring responsibilities, introducing a mid-life MOT and making
more use of older workers as apprenticeship trainers. 78

2.3 GAD report
Section 27 of the Pensions Act 2014 also requires the Secretary of State
to commission a report from the Government Actuary’s Department:
4) For the purposes of each review, the Secretary of State must
require the Government Actuary or Deputy Government Actuary
to prepare a report for the Secretary of State on—
(a) whether the rules about pensionable age mean that, on
average, a person who reaches pensionable age within a specified
period can be expected to spend a specified proportion of his or
her adult life in retirement, and
(b) if not, ways in which the rules might be changed with a view
to achieving that result.

On 16 November 2016, the Government announced that it
commissioned the Government Actuary’s Department (GAD) to look at
two scenarios:

76
77
78

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

•

people spending 33.3% of their adult life in receipt of the
State Pension in the future, which reflects the experiences
of those reaching State Pension age over the last 10 years

•

people spending 32% of their adult life in receipt of the
State Pension in the future, which reflects the experiences
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of those reaching State Pension age over the last 20
years. 79

Pensions Minister Richard Harrington said:
People are living and working longer than ever before, that is why
it is important we get this right to ensure the system stays fair and
sustainable for generations to come. 80

In its report, published on 23 March 2017, GAD estimated that for one
scenario (33% of adult life in receipt of State Pension), the following
timetable would be required:
•
•

State Pension age should increase from 67 to 68 over the twoyear period from 6 April 2039 to 5 April 2041;
State Pension age should increase from 68 to 69 over the twoyear period from 6 April 2053 to 5 April 2055.

There should then be no further increases over the period to 5 April
2064-66 – the end of the projection period used by the ONS.
For the other (32% of adult life in receipt of State Pension), the
following timetable would be needed:
•
•
•

State Pension age should increase from 67 to 68 over the twoyear period from 6 April 2028 to 5 April 2030;
State Pension age should increase from 68 to 69 over the twoyear period from 6 April 2040 to 5 April 2042;
State Pension age should increase from 69 to 70 over the twoyear period from 6 April 2054 to 5 April 2056. 81

2.4 Government response
Laying both reports before Parliament, Pensions Minister Richard
Harrington said the Government would consider them carefully and
present its first review to Parliament in May 2017:
In order to keep the future State Pension sustainable and fair for
future generations, the Government introduced a regular and
structured method for considering future changes in the State
Pension age as part of the Pension Act 2014, section 27.
In line with this method, in November 2016 the Government
commissioned the Government Actuary to examine two scenarios
for specified proportions (32.0% and 33.3%) that reflect the core
principle announced in the Autumn Statement 2013 that people
should spend ‘up to one third’ of their adult life drawing a State
Pension.
The Government also commissioned an Independent Review of
State Pension age to look into wider appropriate factors around
reviewing the State Pension age, led by John Cridland CBE.
Today I will lay both these reports before Parliament, and would
like to take this opportunity to record my thanks to the
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Future life expectancy to be considered in first State Pension age review, 16
November 2016
Ibid
GAD, Periodic review of rules about State Pension age: Report by the Government
Actuary, March 2017, para 6.3-4; State Pension age independent review: final
report, March 2017, p76
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Government Actuary and John Cridland and their respective
teams for their contributions.
The Government will now consider both of these reports very
carefully and will present its first Review of the State Pension age
to Parliament in May 2017. The Review will be forward looking
and will not recommend State Pension age changes to be made
before 2028. Any proposed changes would be brought for
Parliamentary consideration and would require primary
legislation. 82

However, on 28 April a DWP spokesperson said this would take place
after the general election on June 8. 83

2.5 Response of outside organisations
Age UK did not think the increase to 68 by 2039 was justified and said
the Government needed to do more for people unable to work to their
current SPA:
We are thinking, for example, of life long manual workers
crippled by arthritis and carers who have given up work to look
after an ailing parent, and who face hardship as they wait to claim
their State Pension. The Government needs to do much more to
help people like this now; enabling those who can work longer to
do so, for example, by improving re-training opportunities for
older workers and increasing the practical and financial support
on offer for carers and people with severe health problems who
are not able to get back to work. 84

The Pension and Lifetime Savings Association welcomed the proposal
not to increase State Pension age beyond 68. However, it was
concerned that the proposed accelerated increase to 68 would hit:
[…] people in their late 30s and early 40s - the very group who
are too young to have benefitted from final salary pensions and
too old to benefit in full from automatic enrolment. The
Government need to fully consider the consequences of this early
rise for those who cannot stay in work until their late 60s. 85

The National Pensioners Convention described John Cridland’s final
report as extremely disappointing given the “weight of evidence he
found surrounding the issue of health inequalities across the country.” 86
Former Pensions Minister Ros Altmann was disappointed that the review
had decided against early access, saying many people genuinely could
not keep working:
Just as the Review recommends more flexibility is required by
employers to facilitate part-time work for older people and help
for the increasing numbers of workers who will need to care for
elderly relatives, I believe more flexibility is also needed in the
State Pension system. 87
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2.6 The 2017 election and beyond
In its election manifesto for the 2017 election, the Labour Party said it
rejected the proposal to increase the pension age beyond 66 and would
commission a new review:
The pension age is due to rise to 66 by the end of 2020. Labour
rejects the Conservatives’ proposal to increase the state pension
age even further. We will commission a new review of the
pension age, specifically tasked with developing a flexible
retirement policy to reflect both the contributions made by
people, the wide variations in life expectancy, and the arduous
conditions of some work. 88

On 15 August 2017, Labour launched a State Pension tour to help with
its review. 89
The SNP proposed establishing an independent commission, which
would have within its remit looking at the demographic needs of
different parts of the UK:
SNP MPs will oppose plans to increase the State Pension age
beyond 66. We will support the establishment of an Independent
Savings and Pension Commission to ensure pensions and savings
policies are fit for purpose. The remit of the Commission should
include consideration of the specific demographic needs of
different parts of the UK in relation to State Pension age. 90

The Conservative party said it would “ensure that the state pension age
reflects increases in life expectancy, while protecting each generation
fairly”. 91
After the general election on 12 June 2017, the trade union Prospect
wrote to the new Work and Pensions Secretary David Gauke urging him
to recommend no change in the SPA:
This would be the wrong time to legislate for changes due to
come into effect in the mid-2030s, particularly when there is so
much uncertainty about longevity assumptions […] If the
government waits for a few years there will be a lot more data
available on which to base decisions and still plenty of time to
implement changes that might be necessary. 92

However, in a speech to the ABI on 4 July, Mr Gauke said:
As we consider the repercussions of increased life expectancy on
future generations, I welcome the contributions of John Cridland,
and the Government’s Actuary Department, to our thinking on
the future State Pension age. It represents exactly the sort of
longer-term approach I want to cultivate within my department,
and across wider government 93
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2.7 The Government’s review
The Government published its own review of the SPA on 19 July:
The Government intends to follow the recommendation John
Cridland made in his independent review to increase the State
Pension age from 67 to 68 in 2037–39, bringing it forward by
seven years from its current legislated date of 2044–46. This is the
fair thing to do.
It is also the responsible course of action. As John Cridland
pointed out, between now and 2036/37, annual State Pension
spending is set to rise by an extra 1% of GDP, from 5.2% to
6.2%. If that same rise in spending was faced today, this would
be equivalent to a rise in taxation of £725 per household per year.
While an ageing population means State Pension spending will
rise under any of the possible timetables we have considered, the
action we are taking reduces this rise by 0.4% of GDP in 2039/40,
the equivalent to a saving of around £400 per household based
on the number of households today. It will save £74 billion to
2045/46 when compared to current plans, and more than £250
billion to 2045/46 when compared with capping the rise in State
Pension age at 66 in 2020.
The alternatives for controlling costs of this magnitude would be
to pay lower State Pensions, with an inevitable impact on
pensioner poverty, or to ask the working generation to pay an
ever larger share of their income to support pensioners.
Our timetable achieves the right balance. Because life expectancy
is increasing, people affected by this rise will be spending longer
on average in receipt of the State Pension than people have spent
over the age of 65 over the last 25 years, and on average will
receive more in State Pension over their retirement than previous
generations.
In order to keep the State Pension sustainable and maintain
fairness between generations in the future, the Government will
aim for ‘up to 32%’ in the long run as the right proportion of
adult life to spend in receipt of State Pension. A 32% timetable is
consistent with the average proportion of adult life spent above
State Pension age experienced by people over the last 25 years. 94

Work and Pensions Secretary David Gauke said the Government would
carry out a further review before legislating to enable consideration of
the latest life expectancy provisions:
The approach I am setting out today is the responsible and fair
course of action. Failing to act now in the light of compelling
evidence of demographic pressures would be irresponsible, and
place an extremely unfair burden on younger generations.
Although an ageing population means that state pension
spending will rise under any of the possible timetables we have
considered, the action we are taking reduces this rise by 0.4% of
GDP in 2039-40. That is equivalent to a saving of around £400
per household, based on the number of households today.
Our proposed timetable will save £74 billion to 2045-46 when
compared with current plans, and more than £250 billion to
2045-46 when compared with capping the rise in state pension
age at 66 in 2020, as the Labour party has advocated. It is the
duty of a responsible Government to keep the state pension
94
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sustainable and maintain fairness between generations. That is
why the Government are aiming for the proportion of adult life
spent in receipt of state pension to be “up to 32%”. This is a fair
deal for current and future pensioners.
We will carry out a further review before legislating to bring
forward the rise in state pension age to 68, to enable
consideration of the latest life expectancy projections and to allow
us to evaluate the effects of rises in state pension age already
under way. 95

He was critical of the Opposition’s approach, saying that fixing the SPA
at 66 would “add £250 billion to national debt”:
Even by the standards of the Labour party, its approach to the
state pension age is reckless, short-sighted and irresponsible.
When the evidence in front of us shows that life expectancy will
continue to increase by a little over one year every eight years that
pass, fixing the state pension age at 66, as advocated by the
Labour party, demonstrates a complete failure to appreciate the
situation in front of us. Compared with the timetable set out by
this Government, Labour’s approach will add £250 billion to
national debt. Let us put that in context: it is almost twice as
much as was disbursed into the financial sector following the
financial crisis. Let us put it another way: spending in 2040 on the
state pension would be £20 billion a year higher under Labour’s
plans than under the plans we are setting out—that is almost
twice the Home Office budget. Where on earth is this money
coming from? 96

Shadow Work and Pensions Secretary Debbie Abrahams said the party
was committed to leaving the SPA at 66 only while it undertook a
further review:
Labour wants a different approach. In our manifesto, we
committed to leaving the state pension age at 66 while we
undertake a review into healthy life expectancy, arduous work
and the potential of a flexible state pension age. We want an
evidence-based approach to build a state pensions system that
brings security for the many, not just the privileged few, so that
we can all enjoy a healthy retirement. 97

She described the timing of the Government’s announcement as
‘astonishing’, given recent evidence on life expectancy:
Yesterday, the renowned expert on life expectancy, Professor Sir
Michael Marmot, described how a century-long rise in life
expectancy was “pretty close to having ground to a halt” since
2010, when this Government began their failing austerity
programme. Last week, evidence from Public Health England
showed how deep inequalities in healthy life expectancy remain,
both regionally and between different groups in our society,
including women, disabled people and black and minority ethnic
groups. It is therefore astonishing that today this Government
choose to implement their plans to speed up the state pension
age increase to 68. 98
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Kirsty Blackman said the SNP opposed plans to raise the State Pension
age above 66. 99

99
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3. Issues
3.1 Principles for setting SPA
Regarding the principles on which the SPA should be set, the
independent review said:
A universal State Pension age makes for a simple system that is
important for people to plan around but the timetable must be
fair to pensioners and workers. To this end the longevity link,
which ensures fairness to workers, has to be seen alongside
uncertainty about trends in life expectancy, which ensures fairness
to pensioners. In other words there has to be a reasonable pace of
change, to spread changes equally amongst the generations.
People need at least ten years notice of change and change itself
should be limited to once a decade. Drawing from the proportion
of adult life spent in retirement over recent years and recent life
expectancy projections, State Pension age should increase to age
68 over the two year period 2037–2039, alongside the integral
support to smooth the transition which we propose in Chapter 5.
This would provide a greater measure of intergenerational
fairness, and would also make a contribution to the fiscal
sustainability of the State Pension. To create a window of stability,
increases after this should not start before 2047, assuming there
are no exceptional changes to the data.
This timetable means that spending on State Pension would be
6.7% of GDP by 2066/67. In the Review’s judgement, this is close
to the limit of what can be saved through changes to State
Pension age. To ensure fiscal sustainability, uprating of the State
Pension should be held to the earnings link. This would mean that
spending on State Pension would be 5.9% of GDP by 2066/67. 100

The formula for SPA increases
In the 2013 Autumn Statement, the Government said that:
Future changes to the State Pension age will be driven by a
guiding principle that people should expect to spend, on average,
up to a third of their adult life in receipt of the State Pension. 101

DWP explained how this would work:
Proportion of adult life spent in receipt of State Pension =
(Life expectancy at SPa) / (Life expectancy at SPa + SPa – adult life
staring age)
From the above it can be seen that there are a number of
variables that feed into this formula, including:

100

101

•

When adult life is considered to begin;

•

What measurement of life expectancy is used; and

Independent Review of the State Pension age, Smoothing the Transition, Final
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•

How an individual’s life expectancy is measured (at a
time when life expectancy for men and women is not
the same).

When adult life is considered to begin
The government has decided to use the age of 20 as the
appropriate starting age for the purpose of calculating the
proportion of adult life spent in receipt of State Pension. This is
based on OECD convention and is commonly used as a
comparator for matters relating to pensions.
What measurement of life expectancy is used
The Pensions Commission recommended that official publications
use the cohort measurement of life expectancy when describing
current and future trends in longevity. The principal projections of
UK cohort life expectancy, published by the Office for National
Statistics every two years, allow projected life expectancy at any
age to be calculated. The government believes that these
projections are the appropriate ones for the purposes of the State
Pension age review. The method used calculates the proportion of
life spent in retirement at the relevant State Pension age, using
the cohort life expectancy for a person of that age in any given
year.
How a person’s life expectancy is measured
At a time when life expectancies between the sexes remain
different (but are converging), the government believes that the
appropriate measurement must consider both male and female
life expectancies. Therefore, the average life expectancy of both
genders, weighted for the different numbers of men and women
in the population at the relevant SPa and their respective cohort
life expectancies, is used in the “life expectancy at SPa”
component of the calculation. 102

John Cridland’s final report said the justification for the ‘up to one third’
principle appeared to be to “maintain an equilibrium going forward
based on the highest proportion yet seen of adult life spent in
retirement.” However, it had not yet been defined. The review
concluded that 32.87% was an appropriate baseline:
In 2013, the year the policy was established, the proportion of
adult life spent in retirement was 33.1%, albeit that this figure
varies every year. However if we take the average over the last
decade that figure is 32.87%.
A one year increase in the State Pension age reduces the
proportion by around 1% point and the proportion then builds up
again to the same level in about a decade, as a result of further
expected rises in life expectancy.
Given this, it is reasonable to assume, on the basis of current
population projections and all other things being equal, that we
can anticipate changes in the State Pension age of the order of
once a decade. Consequently each decade of forthcoming
pensioners are then treated equally on average, albeit each year’s
cohort within that decade has a slightly different impact.
From this, and given that this Review is asked to make a
judgement at this time, we consider that 32.87%, the average
102
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proportion of adult life spent in retirement over the last decade, is
an appropriate baseline. If in the future each decade of pensioners
will need to respond to the consequences of increasing longevity,
it seems both fair and balanced to start with the baseline figure
for the last decade. 103

Comment
A number of commentators have questioned details of the approach.
The Pensions Policy Institute points out that the Government’s formula
uses a mean average, which is affected by people with very low and
very high life expectancies. If a median were used, the SPA would need
to rise more slowly:
Another way to measure a third on average is by using the
median, which shows when 50% of people will spend more than
a third and 50% of people will spend less than a third of adult life
in receipt of the State Pension.
For at least 50% of people to spend a third or more of adult life in
receipt of the State Pension, SPa would need to rise to age 67 in
2034 and age 68 in 2047. 104

It also points out that relying on an average means that:
•

Those with lower LEs are more likely to receive their State
Pension for less than a third of their adult life while,

•

Those with higher LEs are more likely to review their State
Pension for more than a third of their adult life. 105

Former Pensions Minister Ros Altmann said the GAD figures highlighted
the difficulty of such a vague target:
Tiny changes in average life expectancy are shown to imply vast
differences in timing of state pension age increases. Between
2012 and 2014, life expectancy fell a little, but that implied a 5year change in the state pension age timetable. It does seem that
targeting 33.3% of ‘adult life’ or 32% of ‘adult life’ is misleading,
given the sensitivity to tiny changes in mortality and huge
differences in life expectancy across the population. A range of
ages would surely better cater for individual differences and allow
some flexibility. 106

The National Pensioners’ Convention argues that the focus should be on
healthy life expectancy:
The significant variations in life expectancy among the population
mean that the politically driven ‘one third’ policy has a more
regressive effect on those who have a shorter life span, and a
fairer alternative would be to base retirement policy around the
number of years of healthy life expectancy. 107
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Period of notice needed
In 2005, the Pensions Commission had suggested that “a policy of
significant notice of any increase (e.g. at least 15 years) should be
possible”. 108 This was the amount of notice given by the 1995 Act,
which did not take effect until 2010 and did not affect anyone aged 44
or over at the time of the announcement. 109
The Government’s 2013 Pensions White Paper said:
153. While there is no definitive evidence of what the most
appropriate level of notice is, there was a broad consensus that a
ten year notice period strikes a good balance […]
154. Should a future Government decide to raise the State
Pension age following a review, this Government believes that a
ten year notice period will be sufficient notices for individuals
affected to prepare for the change. 110

The Independent Review said:
People need at least ten years notice of change and change itself
should be limited to once a decade. 111

Proposed timetable for the increase to 68
The independent review recommended that the SPA:
•
•

should rise to age 68 over a two year period 2037 to 2039; and
should not increase more than one year in any ten year period,
assuming that there are no exceptional changes to the data. 112

In support of this, it said:
We recognise that a number of respondents to our consultation,
especially Trade Unions and campaign groups, do not support an
increase in State Pension age. In addition, it could be argued that,
given there will be a further State Pension age review in 2023
which will have the benefit of three new sets of ONS projections,
a recommendation could be delayed until then. There would still
be at least 10 years notice available.
However we do not agree with this view. An increase in the State
Pension age to age 68 has already been legislated for in Pensions
Act 2007. Since then life expectancy projections have changed.
Forward projections for the public finances suggest that they are,
and will continue to be, under pressure. On the balance of
likelihood, the 2046 date will need to be pulled somewhat
forward. A judgement on this can be made now, and we believe
that there is merit in giving future pensioners as much forward
notice of this change as is possible.
For these reasons we believe that the Government should decide
on that change now. On the basis of recent experience, we
anticipate that the next longevity projections are more likely to
stay broadly within these parameters, and that the increase in
mortality in 2014 may not be the start of a continuing trend.
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We have also understood that the aim of the “up to one third”
principle was to maintain the current intergenerational balance by
protecting against the risk that future longevity improvements will
make the system unaffordable. The ten year average proportion
of adult life spent in retirement, as we have already discussed, has
been 32.87%.
To this end this Review recommends that the Government take a
mid-position between the 2012 and 2014 projections, to account
for uncertainty in the numbers, while reflecting the current
average of 32.87% of adult life spent in retirement when
measuring the last 10 years.
Therefore this Review recommends that the State Pension age
should increase to 68 in 2037–39. 113

Responses
Chair of the Work and Pensions Select Committee Frank Field welcomed
the report, saying that the proposed increase in the SPA was “at the
limits of fairness on grounds of increasing longevity”:
The projection of a rise to 70 in the 2050s is based on an
assumption that people can on average expect to spend 32% of
adult life in receipt of the state pension, which would be a
departure from the Government's stated aim of one third. The
adoption of increases in the state pension age faster than those
recommended by John Cridland would be expressly favouring the
value of the state pension over access to it. 114

The TUC expressed concern about the proposed increase to 68, saying
that “substantial inequalities in life expectancy and, particularly, health
life expectancy mean this policy will hit the poorest hardest.” 115
Age UK did not believe that “the case had yet been made for raising the
State Pension age for those in their mid-40s or younger today.” 116 In its
response to the interim report, it said:
We also note that the Government’s formula of increasing State
Pension age so that people spend up to a third of their life
receiving the State Pension is based on mean average life
expectancy whereas the Pensions Policy Institute (PPI) has found a
different picture if median measures are used. Based on 2014
mean life expectancy projections the PPI has suggested State
Pension age would rise to 68 in 2042, whereas if State Pension
age were based on when half of the population could expect to
spend more than a third of their adult life receiving a State
Pension, and a half less than a third, it would not rise to 68 until
2047. 117

The Pension and Lifetime Savings Association also expressed concern:
[…] ongoing uncertainty about life expectancy experience over
the coming decades, coupled with the significant concerns set out
113
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above about the impact a rising State Pension age would have on
certain groups means there is no case for increasing or bringing
forward increases to the State Pension age at the current time. For
someone entering the labour market today the UK already has the
highest State Pension age in the OECD. The evidence suggests this
is high enough. 118

The National Pensioners Convention said there should be no further
increase in SPA beyond 66 in 2020:
The significant variations in life expectancy among the population
mean that the politically driven ‘one third’ policy has a more
regressive effect on those who have a shorter life span, and a
fairer alternative would be to base retirement policy around the
number of years of healthy life expectancy. 119

3.2 Proposals to mitigate the impact
Groups disproportionately affected
There are variations in life expectancy within geographical areas and
between socio-economic groups:
For example, men in Greater Manchester have a Life Expectancy
at birth that is 2.4 years lower than in Greater London (77.2 vs.
79.6) and for women it is 2.6 years lower (81.2 vs. 83.8).
However, the variations of Life Expectancy between different local
areas within Greater London and Greater Manchester are even
wider.
The socio-economic group that people are in also has a significant
impact on Life Expectancy. Differences in Life Expectancy at birth
between the lowest socio-economic group (Routine) and the
highest (Higher, Managerial & Professional) are 5.9 years for men
and 4.4 years for women (England and Wales only).
Healthy life expectancy (the proportion of life someone can expect
to spend in “good” or “very good” health) appears to be keeping
track with rises in overall life expectancy, but again there are quite
substantial geographical variations.
Estimates from the 2011 Census show that men born in the UK
between 2010 and 2012 could expect to live 63.2 years in “Very
good or good” health (or 80.3% of their lives) and women 64.6
years (or 78.2% of their lives) if they experienced the same
mortality patterns and rates of good health observed in that
period.
If surviving to age 65 and observing the same mortality patterns
and rates of good health, men and women could expect to live a
further 18.3 years and 20.8 years respectively, of which around
half would be in “Very good or good” health (9.1 years and 9.6
years respectively). 120

The review identified certain groups as likely to be disproportionately
impacted by increases in the SPA - carers, people with disabilities, the
self-employed, ethnic minorities and women. A common factor was
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difficulty accruing sufficient private pension to provide them with an
adequate income in retirement:
Carers are a significant group in the context of the Review –
around 1 in 10 adults have some caring responsibilities and some
have suggested this is likely to increase in the future. Carers are
more likely to have breaks in their work history, leading to an
estimated gap between carers’ and non-carers’ median income in
retirement of 4%.
People with disabilities may also face challenges in building up a
private pension, particularly for those who are disabled from a
young age. For non-disabled people, projected median income in
the first year of retirement is around 7% higher than for those
with disabilities. Stakeholders report that individuals working in
certain professions have a higher risk of having to drop out of
work early due to ill health or disability. This is an important group
we will be looking to explore further in our final report.
Self-employed people are a diverse group with hugely different
incomes and employment experiences. There is evidence to
suggest that there is a downwards trend of self-employed people
saving into a private pension, which means this group could
become over-reliant on State Pension in retirement. We are
looking to understand how the nature of self-employment is likely
to change in the future and the impact on pension saving.
Evidence from stakeholders suggests ethnic minorities face
disadvantage in the labour market which translates into poorer
pension provision. We are keen to understand the challenges this
group face.
Men and women across all generations are set to receive very
similar amounts of State Pension. The discrepancy in pension
outcomes for men and women instead reflects different private
pension outcomes. On average across all generations, it is
projected that just under 30% of women’s total pension is made
up of private pension, compared to just over 40% of men’s. 121

It asked for views on whether and how the transition to the State
Pension should be smoothed:
The current State Pension has a universal age of access and, there
is some value in a clear point in time when the state will offer
retirement income.
If any changes are to be made to State Pension age, additional
support may be required to mitigate the impact on the seriously
affected groups discussed above and smooth their transition
between work and retirement. Stakeholders have proposed
options such as supporting individuals to work longer or increase
their private savings. Others have suggested more direct
interventions such as early access after a long working life or,
granting early access to a reduced pension or enhanced working
age benefits for certain groups. 122

The interim report of the Cridland Review said that “if any changes are
made to the State Pension age, this is likely to have a disproportionate
impact on certain groups” – in particular, carers, people with disabilities,
the self-employed, ethnic minorities and women. A recurring theme
across these groups was that they had “difficulty accruing private
121
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pensions savings to provide them with an adequate income in
retirement”:
Carers are a significant group in the context of the Review –
around 1 in 10 adults have some caring responsibilities and some
have suggested this is likely to increase in the future.
Carers are more likely to have breaks in their work history, leading
to an estimated gap between carers’ and non-carers’ median
income in retirement of 4%.
People with disabilities may also face challenges in building up a
private pension, particularly for those who are disabled from a
young age. For non-disabled people, projected median income in
the first year of retirement is around 7% higher than for those
with disabilities. Stakeholders report that individuals working in
certain professions have a higher risk of having to drop out of
work early due to ill health or disability. This is an important group
we will be looking to explore further in our final report.
Self-employed people are a diverse group with hugely different
incomes and employment experiences. There is evidence to
suggest that there is a downwards trend of self-employed people
saving into a private pension, which means this group could
become over-reliant on State Pension in retirement. We are
looking to understand how the nature of self-employment is likely
to change in the future and the impact on pension saving.
Evidence from stakeholders suggests ethnic minorities face
disadvantage in the labour market which translates into poorer
pension provision. We are keen to understand the challenges this
group face.
Men and women across all generations are set to receive very
similar amounts of State Pension. The discrepancy in pension
outcomes for men and women instead reflects different private
pension outcomes. On average across all generations, it is
projected that just under 30% of women’s total pension is made
up of private pension, compared to just over 40% of men’s. 123

It said that if any changes were made to the SPA, additional support
may be required to “mitigate the impact on the seriously affected
groups discussed above and smooth their transition between work and
retirement.” Options included:
•
•

Support to work longer or increase their private savings;
Early access to a reduced pension or enhanced working age
benefits for certain groups. 124

Proposal to allow early access
One of the current conditions of entitlement to the State Pension is that
the individual has reached SPA. 125 In the past, Ministers have tended to
emphasise the value of having a single SPA. In 2014, the then Pensions
Minister, Steve Webb said allowing early access would undermine the
point of the new single-tier State Pension – which was to reduce
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complexity and uncertainty of outcomes to make it easier to plan and
save for retirement. 126
There was also a concern that it would encourage early retirement:
The evidence from around the world is that where people are
allowed to take their pension early, that rapidly becomes the
norm 127

In Canada and the United States, there is a peak of access at the earliest
age, with very roughly one third claiming at that point:
•

In the United States, eligible workers can claim retirement
benefits early, from age 62, at a reduced rate compared to if they
claim at age pension age (currently 66). For 62-year-olds who
claim in 2014, monthly benefits will be 25 per cent lower than if
claimed at age 66. Around 32 per cent of men and 38% of
women born in 1946 claimed at age 62. 128

•

The Canada Pension Plan can be claimed in full from age 65.
Since 1987, it has been possible to choose to receive a reduced
retirement pension as early as age 60. This has had the effect of
lowering the average age of claiming – from 65.2 in 1986
compared to about 62.4 over the decade ending in 2015. In
2016, about 34% of men and 38% of women retired at age
60. 129

John Cridland’s interim report identified some of the factors that would
need to be considered in a move away from a universal SPA:
The current State Pension has a universal age of access and there
has never been a time when the state provided a tailored
approach in assessing eligibility to the contributions-based State
Pension. This universality is frequently challenged.
In considering the high level principles of a universal State Pension
age and a more tailored one, we need to consider several factors
such as:
• Simplicity of message and symbolism: there is value in a clear
point in time when the state will offer retirement income, which is
not complicated to calculate and allows enough time for savings
planning.
• Changing circumstances in life: a large number of people will
differ in their social circumstances throughout their lifetime, for
example switching between ill health, low earnings, high
earnings, caring, time working abroad etc. Any conditionality
attached to earlier access could still disadvantage a significant
number of people.
• Different impacts for different groups: we know that there are
considerable differences in the labour market experience and the
life expectancy of different groups, mostly driven by socio-
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economic factors. A universal approach can worsen those impacts
if applied without effective support systems. 130

The final report of the review acknowledged a consensus that there
were regional variations in life expectancy but said it had “not received
any submissions which suggest any workable ways for the State Pension
age to address this”:
The differences exist at a local level and appear to be largely
driven by socioeconomic factors. Given the mobile nature of the
UK population, trying to account for this when setting a State
Pension age would be complex. It is also unclear whether regional
National Insurance, and the complexities and burdens this would
introduce, would be a feature of regional State Pension age.
While we are sensitive to regional variations in life expectancy,
and would expect subsequent Independent Reviews to give this
issue the attention it requires, the crucial challenge is investing in
improving people’s life chances. We do not believe that regional
variation of State Pension age would be an effective or practical
way of improving fairness in outcomes. 131

It said that many respondents had acknowledged the difficulty in
designing and implementing alternatives:
Many responses highlighted the value of the simplicity of a
universal State Pension age, and acknowledged the difficulty of
designing and implementing a workable alternative. There was
little appetite for a variable State Pension age based on region or
socio-economic group, as this would likely prove to be too
difficult to target appropriately. Multiple respondents noted that
creating an alternative was likely to create new unfairness […]
Multiple organisations suggested the Government should explore
offering early access to particular groups. The most commonly
cited groups for consideration were carers and people in ill health
or with a disability. A few responses supported offering early
access to those with a high number of National Insurance
contribution years, but this was less popular. Responses generally
offered limited detail on how these policies could be
implemented. 132

Early access for those with longer working lives did not seem welltargeted:
There are two main ways we could define the long contributions
group. We can either include all National Insurance contributions,
including credits from periods on the welfare system, or we can
narrowly define the group to people with a long employment
record paying full National Insurance contributions and having
worked from a young age. We understood the spirit of the
proposal to target the latter group who some believe have
contributed their fair share. However deserving someone with a
long contributions record may be, they will, by the very fact of
having worked their whole career, have had more opportunity to
save than those with multiple disadvantages. 133
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Early access to a reduced pension would result in an increase in the
number of people with inadequate retirement incomes:
Several respondents suggested that the Government should
consider the possibility of early access to the State Pension. Some
respondents supported the idea of aligning the State Pension with
the pension freedoms offered in the private pension sphere, by
allowing people to elect to take actuarially reduced early access.
However, many respondents expressed concern that offering
actuarially reduced access would likely result in either an increase
in the number of people with inadequate retirement incomes or
an increase in means-tested benefit expenditure.

Views of outside organisations
In a report published in September 2016, the Pensions Policy Institute
looked at a number of options, including:
•
•
•
•

Allowing people with 45 years of National Insurance (NI)
contributions to claim a full State Pension;
Allowing early access to a reduced State Pension;
Allowing early access to an unreduced State Pension;
Allowing people with caring responsibilities to receive their State
Pension early unreduced. 134

It said:
Some of these options could reduce the level of saving from SPa
rises thereby increasing the cost burden on the State, but could
ensure that there is protection in the system for people with lower
than average life and healthy life expectancies. 135

Age UK said it would support early access for two particular groups –
people entitled to Employment and Support Allowance who are ill or
disabled and cannot reasonably be expected to work again, and older
carer who have been receiving Carers’ Allowance for a specified time:
In terms of ESA claimants, as set out above we believe it has to be
accepted that for some people work is not realistic or beneficial
and it is better for the individuals and the system that such
individuals are able to draw their State Pension and retire early
with dignity. Being a full-time carer is often physically and
emotionally draining, it would therefore be reasonable to consider
earlier access to a State Pension when someone had been caring
for say at least 5 years. Even if caring responsibilities subsequently
end before they reach the standard State Pension age, it is likely
to be difficult to return to work and we believe it would be right
to enable someone to continue to receive their pension rather
than having to attempt to go back to work again for a short
period – unless of course they wished to do so. 136

It did not think that allowing early access to a reduced pension was the
way forward because:
We cannot envisage the Government allowing people to receive
their pension early and then draw the full level of Pension Credit
to make up the shortfall, yet any reduction in levels of benefits
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could mean people end up living on incomes below the accepted
minimum. 137

The Association of Consulting Actuaries said the “retention of a
universal but rising State Pension age will become increasingly difficult”.
Its submission to the Cridland review looked at a number of options,
such as allowing early access for individuals meeting certain ill-health
criteria. It ruled out giving all individuals within a certain age range a
right to draw down their State Pension as they wish, akin to the new
DC pension freedoms. It said judged this to be “impractical and likely to
mean too many would exhaust their State Pension unless there were
constraints on annual withdrawals.” 138

Flexibility within a universal State Pension age
The review recommended that “some of the funding released by
changes in State Pension age and other aspects of the State Pension
system should be re-invested to support disadvantaged groups”. It said:
The position is that at State Pension age the poorest pensioners
would be entitled to Pension Credit of £155.60 – a weekly
amount the Government does not believe pensioners should live
below. However, people just below State Pension age, and
sometimes in very poor health or who are full time carers – can
have a weekly income of less than this amount. Some of them will
also have limited personal savings or other wealth to fall back on.
As we point out in the Interim Report, the weekly gap in income
can be significant.
It should be noted that means-tested benefits have, until only
recently, recognised that people aged 60 and over, but below
State Pension age, have particular challenges. Apart from the last
seven years, during which the entry point to the pensioner meanstest is set to equal State Pension age, there had been special
regard in the Welfare State to people just below State Pension
age. From 1988 in Income Support until 2010 in Pension Credit,
access to the pensioner means-test was linked to age 60 and was
not conditional on incapacity, caring responsibilities or jobsearch. 139

It made two main recommendations to address this: allowing access to
Pension Credit one year before SPA and adjusting conditionality under
Universal Credit for people approaching SPA. 140
Early access to Pension Credit
The qualifying age for Pension Credit Guarantee is linked to the State
Pension age for women. 141 Allowing earlier access to Pension Credit as
the SPA rises has been recommended in the past.
In its Second Report in 2005, the Pensions Commission said that beyond
2020 (then the planned date for SPA equalisation), if there was no sign
137
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of differences of life expectancy by socio-economic class reducing, there
was a good case for keeping the earliest age of Guarantee Credit, at
least initially, at 65 and “for thereafter keeping the earliest age of
Guarantee Credit eligibility, say, two years below the SPA.” 142 The
Labour Government said it would consider this when it reviewed the
SPA in future. 143
In September 2016, the Pensions Policy Institute said freezing the
Pension Credit age at 65 could mitigate the impact of SPA rises:
Freezing Pension Credit at age 65, or setting it at five years below
SPa, would help to mitigate some of the impact of SPa rises on
this group, as they would be eligible for a higher level of meanstested benefits than they would have been under the working-age
benefits system. An alternative approach would be to introduce a
higher rate of Universal Credit for people within 2 to 5 years from
SPa. Using means-tested benefits as a policy-lever ensures that the
policy is targeted on those with lower incomes […] 144

Conditions could be applied:
It is clear that employment rates at older ages are lower than for
those in middle age groups and that older people are more likely
to struggle to return to work due to health or labour market
barriers. Some older people would benefit from claiming Pension
Credit early. However, it is difficult to quantify the cost of this
policy as there is no clear evidence on how many people might
take up Pension Credit early.
This policy could be problematic if it encouraged people to leave
work early and claim Pension Credit. However, conditions could
be applied to any pre-SPa receipt of Pension Credit, such as
requiring applicants to be carers, unable to work due to ill health,
or actively seeking work. 145

The Cridland Review recommended allowing access to a means-tested
pension benefit at 67 when the SPA rises to 68:
This benefit should be lower than the State Pension amount, by a
margin, and it should last only 1 year until the recipient can claim
their full entitlement of the State Pension at the State Pension
age. The amount should resemble the Pension Credit as it is
currently, although we appreciate that in 20 years’ time the
welfare system may have evolved differently to its current state.
We expect that the eligible recipients of this benefit will have
significant barriers to any level of employment because of ill
health and/or caring responsibilities for a long period of time
before reaching the State Pension age. They will also have
insufficient household wealth to support themselves while
waiting. We also expect that these groups of people are more
likely to have a lower life expectancy than average and therefore
would expect to receive the State Pension for a shorter period
than average.

Pensions Commission, Second Report, December 2005, p340
DWP, Security in retirement: towards a new pensions system, Cm 6841, 25 May
2006, para 3.40-1
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This benefit should continue to precede State Pension age by one
year from then on. Access to this benefit should be conditional on
an inability to work for reasons such as long-term caring and ill
health.
A reasonable assessment of eligibility would include either:
•

Long-term out-of-work full time carers: the criteria can be
long-term receipt of Universal Credit on an out of work
basis where a carers element (or Carers Allowance) is also
payable; or

•

Long-term out of work people with ill health: long-term
receipt of Universal Credit on an out of work basis with a
Limited Capability for Work-Related Activity element. 146

It estimated that this would cost around £150 million a year:
We evaluate the cost of this measure would be around £150
million a year in today’s prices. This is only an approximate cost,
based on the current Pension Credit rate and using May 2016
DWP information. Specifically, we used caseloads for people aged
60 to 64, who are on means-tested benefits and are not expected
to work due to illness or disability or are carers. It is likely to be a
small fraction of the savings resulting from the State Pension age
changes, which are up to 0.4% of GDP a year prior to the rise in
State Pension age to 68 under the legislated timetable. 147

Working age conditionality
The review also recommended “redefining the conditionality for older
job-seekers who qualify for means-tested support”:
Such a system would formally acknowledge that those out-ofwork claimants who are within five years of reaching State
Pension age could have their conditionality requirements adjusted
so that they can only be required to find part-time work, without
being penalised for doing so.
For older claimants who are in work, Universal Credit may expect
them to take steps to increase their hours or their earnings if they
are working part-time. We believe that the system should be more
flexible in allowing older workers approaching State Pension age
to work part-time. This is already the case for Working Tax
Credits, where people over 60 are eligible for support even where
they work, on average, for 16 hours (well below the general 30
hours rule). We recognise that the in-work conditionality of
Universal Credit is still under development and the Review’s
recommendation is that this proposal for flexibility should be
included in the design of Universal Credit as it evolves currently. It
would need to be in place, at the latest, by the point at which
State Pension age rises to 68, in order to fulfil its mitigation
objective. 148

Responses
The National Pensioners’ Convention recommended access to Pension
Credit up to five years before reaching SPA to support those unable to
continue working up to SPA. 149 The TUC also thought 67 was too late,
146
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arguing that people already faced challenges and that one year seemed
an “excessively narrow window.” 150
Age UK also argued that there was a need for financial support now for
“carers and people with severe health problems who are not able to
get back to work.” 151

How to support longer working?
In a report published in September 2016, the TUC said that although
older workers (aged over 50) were playing an increasingly important
role in the workplace, almost half still left the workforce before SPA. 152
John Cridland’s final report public policy needed to address twin
challenges – enabling those who want to work to do so and ensuring
that those who cannot are provided for. It made a number of
suggestions including:
•

Strengthening opportunities for flexible working from day
one of employment to accommodate the needs and
choices of the worker.

•

Developing mid-life career reviews so that they become
effective vehicles for ensuring older workers receive the
support to continue their careers.

•

A right to retrain for older workers. 153

It also proposed allowing people to part drawdown their State Pension
to enable them to continue working past SPA:
• We recommend that people who defer their pension should
have the option to be rewarded through a lump sum once they
start drawing their State Pension.
• We recommend that people over State Pension age should be
able to part drawdown their State Pension – leaving the balance
to benefit from the deferral arrangements.
This should be introduced as soon as possible, but at least 10
years before State Pension age increases to 68. 154
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